
American Shukokai Karate Union Tournament 
Rules and Procedures  December 8, 2012 

 

The following rules and procedures will help guide you through the day’s tournament. 
 

Procedures: 
1. We welcome you to take pictures, film and write about this event to your heart’s content.  

You are welcome to share these with your friends and family.  Please do not put them out 

on public forums such as YouTube. 
2. You have hopefully just completed your check-in at the door.  This lets us know that you are 

here.  It also lets you know that you are registered for the tournament.   

3. If you are on the check-in sheet, please go sit with your child in the stands/or have your child 

warm up.  (Parents/children who have not been called are not allowed in the floor competition 

area). 

4. If you (or your child) are not on this list now is the time to ask for help.  

5. If you have any concerns or questions that were not answered at your school or by this sheet 

Ask for help at the registration area.  Do not ask a referee or person working at a table for 
help (even if they are from your karate school as they are ensuring the safety and fairness of 

the tournament). 
6. Divisions (or groups of competitors, brought together because of common characteristics 

like, age, rank, gender, height and weight) will start no earlier than the time that you were 

given on your application sheet, although they may be called five minutes before that to make 

sure that all competitors are there and move them to the appropriate ring. 

7. Divisions will be called to the staging area which is the hallway in the far corner away from 

the entrance.   An official volunteer will make sure that everyone is there.  Once everyone is 

there the official will bring all participants to the ring where their event will take place.   

8. They will compete in both kata and sparring (kumite) there.  It will go like this: 

a. Division 1 kata b. Division 2 kata c. Division 1 sparring (kumite)   

d. Awards for Division 1 kata and kumite e.  Division 2 sparring (kumite)  

f. Division 2 awards for kata and Kumite 

Of note:  After your child’s division has finished kata, you can assist them in gearing up for 

kumite.  Make sure they go back to the competition ring they were in immediately.   Your 

child is already checked in…We will not be searching the premises or making 

announcements for him/her. 

 

Rules: 
 Time: For adults and brown and black belt children, matches will take up to 3 minutes.  For 

children up to purple belts matches can take up to 2 minutes.  Time is generally not stopped 

for referees to make their decision.  If there is a longer discussion, or an injury, time will be 

stopped.  

 Stop time:  For the last 30 seconds of each match the timekeeper will stop the time 

automatically when the referee stops the match and restart it when the referee restarts the 

match.  

 Matches:  For adults and brown and black belt children are 6 (½) points (or 3 whole points). 

For children up to purple belts matches are 4  (½) points (or 2 whole points)   

 Points: A whole point is awarded for 2 strikes landed successively or a perfectly timed, or 

extremely powerful technique.  A decently timed and powered single technique is given a ½ 

point. 

 Control: At all times in sparring (kumite) matches, it is the competitors responsibility to 

control his/her techniques and avoid causing injury to his/her opponent 

 Signals:  The chief referee (the one doing the talking will signify a ½ point by pointing an 

open hand down at the competitor who scored it; a full point by pointing open hand upwards 
towards the competitor who scored it. 

 Kata:   Referees will watch both katas and select the one that they think superior based on 

form, technique, fighting spirit and power/flow.  They will raise the flag color of the 

competitor that they think is superior.  The competitor that gets 2 or 3 votes is victorious and 

moves on to the next round. 


